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Digital Transformation in Higher Education
What does this entail

- Business transformation at play
- New learning experience for learners
- Empowerment of educators
- Preparing the future workforce
- India’s vision
- India’s immediate solution
Digital Transformation in Higher Education
Latest Trends

- Emerging market shall set the trend
- 200,000 each day, leading to 1B addition by 2030
- Uncertainty about future of work
- Technology is a threat as well as an opportunity
- The determinants are changing
- Sea-change in learning models
Digital Transformation in Higher Education
the latest trends

- Additional 1.5M teachers/year
- 100M teachers overall
- Additional 350M post secondary graduates
- Asia and Africa are the driving force
- 10T Expenditure in Education Sector
- 800M more K12 graduates
Digital Transformation in Higher Education
the latest trends
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Digital Transformation

The India speak

- NEP 2020 Promises
- The ODL debate
- The AI challenge
- Learning to facilitate learning
Digital Transformation
The India challenge

- No human in the loop vs Keep human-in-the-loop
- Technology-enabled vocational education
- Next Generation Digital Learning Environment is emerging
- Mobile-first and Mobile-only Learners
Digital Transformation

The India Opportunity

- Optimization of Public Infrastructure
- National and International collaboration
- Blended Models of Education Delivery
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